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Problem Statement
● OSG is extremely good at providing compute resources
● (Distributed) Storage is a complex problem:
○
○
○
○
○
○
○

Limited storage (compared to compute) available - Stash, BYOS, institutional
storage, etc.
HEP-specific transfer methods (GridFTP, XRootD, SRM, WebDAV, etc.) are not
supported everywhere
There is no Condor for storage
Hurdles for user - Grid certificates, VO membership, etc.
Wide-variety of storage architectures - dCache, Ceph, Gluster, GPFS, Lustre
For the most part: No POSIX! - Scares users
Writeable StashCache will solve some of these

● How to create what OSG is for compute, for storage?
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Sample Scenario
● Experiment A has storage allocations on:
○ Institutional cluster(s), NSF supercomputer
(scratch space or dedicated), NERSC for archive

●
●
●
●
●

How to tie all these allocations together?
How to automatically move data between sites?
How to automatically move data to an archive?
Solution: Rucio!
We will discuss Globus later
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Why Rucio?
● Provides single namespace to data independent of
location
● Automated replication of data through a
subscription model
○ FTS currently only supported - There is a CERN
public instance and an OSG instance
○ Globus in the plans

● Several APIs - REST, Python, CLI
● Per-user ACLs
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●

●

●

●
●

Data Management software created by
the ATLAS experiment at the LHC,
used by Xenon1T, AMS, and ATLAS
Automated replication of data through
a “subscription” model, i.e. a site is
“subscribed” to a certain data set
Built with future in mind, i.e. scalable
database infrastructure, common data
transfer methods support (GridFTP,
SRM, XrootD, S3, etc.), monitoring
through ELK, etc.
Testing by CMS, LIGO, and IceCube
Future proof in mind - S3 support
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Some Issues
● Most campus clusters only run a Globus
Endpoint
● Distributed file systems (mainly GPFS,
Lustre, and CephFS) have issues with high
number of data transfers - “Please Stop”
● Adjusting user’s to lack of POSIX
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Why not Globus?
● Globus went closed-source and is no longer a GridFTP
server under the hood- Buh!
● Requires subscription to fully automate transfers
● Only useful for inter-site transfers, not for jobs
○ Globus requires endpoints at each end of the transfer
○ Endpoints cannot be automatically generated

● Does not work with multiple protocols without
subscription
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Evaluation Instances
Experiment

Rucio Instance

DB Location

DB Type

Support

CMS

rucio-cms.grid.uchicago.edu

UChicago
OpenStack

PostgreSQL

UNL, FNAL,
UChicago

IceCube

rucio-icecube.grid.uchicago.edu

UChicago
OpenStack

PostgreSQL

UCSD, UNL,
UW--Madison,
UChicago

LIGO

rucio-ligo.grid.uchicago.edu

UChicago
OpenStack

PostgreSQL

Georgia Tech,
UNL, UChicago

LSST

rucio-lsst.grid.uchicago.edu

UChicago
OpenStack

PostgreSQL

NCSA,
UChicago

FIFE

rucio-fife.grid.uchicago.edu

UChicago
OpenStack

PostgreSQL

UChicago,
FNAL
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Xenon1T Storage and Processing Challenge
●

●

●

●

Storage allocated at European
Grid Infrastructure (EGI) and
Open Science Grid (OSG) sites
- Not enough storage at any
one site for all the data
Computing and storage on
OSG and EGI sites through
single interface for each
Could not use Globus Online
to automate transfer to/from
EGI sites
How to manage the data?
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XENON1T Infrastructure
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Data Movement and Processing
●

●
●
●
●

EGI storage selected at
random to spread out data
during large processing
campaigns
Jobs move from single node
at UChicago
If lands at EGI, pulls data from
EGI; Same with OSG
Easily expandable storage
and compute pool
Data movement is automated
with rucio and FTS
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XENON1T Experience
● The first six months were tough:
○ Rucio had a lot of ATLAS conventions baked in - Worked with
devs to make things more flexible
○ Getting collaboration used to rucio conventions, OSG/EGI
conventions, grid certs, etc.
○ Software differences - Python2 vs. 3

●

After first hurdles, very positive results:
○ Rucio essential to XENON1T data management and
processing workflow
○ Rucio being adopted for next generation experiment
(XENONnT) - 2 to 3x data than XENON1T
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Status Today
● OSG has had two blueprint meetings on:
○ How to leverage rucio
○ How mid-sized VOs on OSG could use rucio - LIGO,
IceCube, CMS, FIFE

● 1st Rucio Community Workshop at CERN:
○ Heard from a number of experiments (CTA, SKA,
etc.) about their data management challenges
○ Lots of input from devs - Check out their slides for
very good overview
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Rucio - Looking ahead
● More improvements
○ Better Multi-VO support
○ Looking into tiered Rucio
○ More authentication methods - SciTokens
○ Globus support
● More testing of PostgreSQL in production needed MariaDB holding up for XENON1T
● Future workshops
● Looking for more adopters!
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HL-LHC Challegenes
● HL-HLC will bring a new set of challenges - Do
more with the same/less
● How do we store data?
○ Do we store the data in the same format as we use
for processing?
○ How can we use object stores or key-value stores?

● What about cloud?
● How do we incorporate HPC centers better?
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Data Lakes
●

●

●

●

Data Lake- “A single storage
repository of raw or lightly processed
data collection from which one can
derive higher level data sets”
How can we orchestrate a Data Lake
for HEP?
○ Lots of different storage
architecture, not a single one
(object store)
How do we serve data to compute
sites? - Still GridFTP and XRootD?
HTTP?
Where do we cache data?
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Summary
● Distributed storage is a complex problem
● Rucio is be a candidate to solve some of our
distributed data management problems
○ Several experiments are evaluating rucio
○ Couple experiments already run it in production
● Looking ahead to HL-LHC - Need to take a hard
look at storage and see how we can leverage
technological trends to our advantage
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